
Page Section Figure Comment Commentor Project Response

overall
NOTE: All comments on street design/configuration (and potentially other 
topics) will need to be reconciled with D4D once confirmed.

Planning

overall

Ecology/Biodiversity: Plan needs to speak to how various infrastructure 
systems should be designed to support site and Bay ecosystems and the return 
of biodiversity to the area. For example, stormwater green infrastructure and 
green roof plant selection, resoration and integration of Bayshore habitat? can 
specify sfplantfinder.org for species selection (includes SFPUC & DPW 
approved lists); NOTE: some species used in green infratructre rain gardens 5 
years ago are now considered "invasive" by SFPUC

Planning

overall
The introduction of the Infrastructure Plan, as well as pertinant sections 
should reference the Design for Development document for additional 
guidance and requirements.

Planning

13/20 2/4.2
Site Demolition: please mention recycling rates instead of "greatest extent 
feasible" (City requires 65% & prefers 75% LEED); recycling/reuse of materials 
on-site is preferred as feasible.

Planning

13/24 2/5.2

Sea Level Rise: SLR (66") + 100-year storm (need to specify "42" as of 2016") - 
document is not clear as to what is the "base flood elevation"; please specify 
what elements will be built to 108" in Section 2; e.g. streets, building 
foundations? In Section 5, please use consistent metrics, inches? Feet? Some 
numbers do not specify any unit (see page 37, line 1). The entire waterfront 
park is to be built to 108"? Text and Figure 5.2 are inconsistent. Pinch point to 
accessing The Point as soon as mid century? Are buildings considering a 12" 
freeboard on top of the 108"? All elevations should be discussed in relation to 
MHHW per other waterfront developments (page 44 says MSL, which is not 
defined?)

Planning, will need 
further 

consultation with 
other agencies to 
ensure complete 

review of SLR

13 2.0
Grading: does this need to also mention toxic controls/remediation? Please 
explain control of sediment run-off into the Bay during grading and 
construction.

Planning

14 2.0
Streets: Summary (page 14), please mention new infrastructure "and facilities" 
to… 

Planning

14 2/9.1
Open Space and Parks: mention biodiversity and ecology in Summary Section, 
as well as Section 9. Not seeing option for Bay Trail to connect around the 
Point to Warm Water Cove?

Planning

14 2.0
Water: Section 11, should "low pressure" specify "potable"? Bullet 2 could also 
highlight NP water's role in conservation and read "Use of water conseration 
fixtures and recycled water use to reduce potable water demands."

Planning

15 2.0 Sanitary: how is sanitary sewer related to groundwater infiltration? Ew?! Planning



24 5.2

Suggest that all buildings at elevation 19.5 and below (base flood + 66" SLR + 2' 
safety margin) be designed/constructed per FEMA flood-proof building 
standards. These are not onerous for building types proposed and include 
things lik eusing materials that will not be damaged by periodic flooding, 
locating mechanical equipment above flood elevation, raising curbs to channel 
flood waters to streets. Also appropriate standards for D4D?

Planning

24 5.2
Buildings should ideally be 1-2' above future base flood elevation and this 
should be mandatory for occupied floors of residential buildings.

Planning

25 5.3

Adaptive measures bullets:
- Penultimate: Riprap not terribly conducive to underwater habitat--
recommend deleting, or if referring to other materials please specify.
- Final: Specify where on the project site this would apply. Seems like it's 
mostly in the riprap area? Or are there areas on the Point that are being 
referenced?

Planning

25 5.4

Need more definition/discussion with City on what is being described in the 
SLR Monitoring Program. What is the Shoreline Adaptation Community 
Facilities District (SACFD) that is being referenced? Would this be a private 
entity? While site-specific SLR mitigation is generally appropriate as currently 
described, future district-wide shoreline monitoring and SLR mitigation should 
be coordinated at the City level rather than on a project-by-project basis. 

Planning

28 5.4 Figure 5.2

Indicate in key what the thick black line represents. May require 
differentiation based on location (in some areas it's the sea wall, in other it's 
elevated shoreline). What does the portion running along 23rd Street and 
through Stack Plaza represent and how does it mitigate SLR impacts?

Planning

50 8.1 Table 8.1
ROW dimensions do not align with those in D4D. In particular: Delaware btwn 
23rd & Humboldt; 23rd btwn PGE Substation & Georgia; Craig Lane; Louisiana 
Street.

Planning

50 8.1 Table 8.1
23rd Street btwn Georgia and Delaware--ROW width noted as 62' but it's 
unclear where it is measured from/to.

Planning

58 8.2 Figure 8.2

Bikes: Should show the Class II bike lane on 22nd for context. We would 
suggest PPS set back Block 13 the additional 3 feet needed to transition the 
Class II into a Class IV "parking protected" bike lane. Please also show the Class 
II bike lane on Illinois. Please make this figure more legible, as it is difficult to 
distinguish various facility types. (E.g. The site boundary line is confusing with 
the other 3 types of bike lane lines... What does the dashed line on Maryland 

Planning

59 8.3
Transit: Show location of both eastbound and westbound bus stops on Pier 70 
site (there is a bus stop on the east side of Maryland just south of 22nd).

Planning

61 8.0
Figure 8.5; Raised 

Crossing 
Delaware

Two parking spaces on south side of Delaware break up flow of park (even 
more than the accessible parking space already does); remove. Alternatively, 
can we move the accessible parking to the south side and leave the north side 
sidewalk in place?

Planning

63 8.0
Figure 8.5; Raised 

Crossing 
Maryland

ADA parking at park entrances is extremely unfortunate. Are they needed on 
both sides of the street? North side loading area not labeled as ADA--is it 
needed?

Planning



65-74 8.0 Figure 8.7 (all)

In general, many of these intersection designs are problematic from a 
pedestrian safety and traffic calming perspective. Vehicle clearances should be 
tighted up wherever possible in order to maximize pedestrian safety. Several 
issues we see are:
1) Bulb-outs only 4.5’ wide, rather than standard 6’
2) The 7’ clearance buffer requested by SFFD drastically shrinks, and in some 
cases, complete removes bulbouts. This buffer is not required by fire code. In 
many cases, the project sponsor is providing more than the requested 7’ 
buffer--why? Where larger buffers prevent expanded sidewalks, these should 
be reduced to the minimum requested.
3) Some bulbout/corner curbs are even angled out to widen ped crossings 
further.

See additional comments below...

Planning

65-74 8.0 Figure 8.7 (all)
Where vehicle accommodations reduce sidewalks at corners to widths less 
than are required in the Better Streets Plan, property easements must be 
provided by project to allow for passable sidewalks.

Planning

65-74 8.0 Figure 8.7 (all)
Bulb-ins for single parking stalls breaks up the continuity of the streetscape. 
Remove all single stall bulb-ins. 

Planning

65-74 8.0 Figure 8.7 (all)

Where ADA parking stalls are adjacent to standard parking stalls, bulb-in 
extends 1.5 stall lengths further than necessary. Return curb in line with 
prevailing curb as soon as possible beyond ADA stalls. Examples of this 
condition are located on Humboldt btwn Georgia and Louisiana and on 
Georgia Street btwn Humboldt an 22nd Street.

Planning

81-95 10.0 Figure 10.2 (all)
Several sections do not seem to align with the key maps. Please check. 
Additionally, as in Table 8.1, make sure sections match those in the D4D--
several appear to not align. 

Planning

15/121 2.0/15.6

Stormwater: Better Roofs Ordinance is minimum, we would expect greater 
leadership and performance on renewables and green roofs on this site. 
Document does not suggest or specify where green roofs should be installed 
and to what extent? Nor where stormwater green infrastructure should be 
installed and what types? Why is 23rd street exempt from SMR? Where does it 
commit green infrastructure? Permeable paving use realistic given bedrock 
and landfill for percolation? "Blocks" show building footprints with 0 setback, 
so how is each block being responsible for stormwater runoff? Seems 
disjointed, should be comprehensive site-wide LID strategy that each project 
contributes to, but each project should not decide? Says "actual locations of 
the green infrastructure will be approved through the Street Improvement 
Permit and Stormwater Control Plan review and approval process" but 
reviewers will need a guide? How much square footage of ROW will need to 
be LID? How much park space?

Planning



103 12.3

Non-Potable Water: document mentions "district graywater treament plant, 
but then says each building will have its own plant (6)? We would like to see 
one scalable district system, please explain. Also,talks aout discharging excess 
graywater -- have they talked with PG&E about coolng needs? other neighbors 
they could supply with recycled water? adjacent development with purple 
pipe? The D4D commits to using non-potable water for all cooling needs, but 
do not see that in the Infrastructure Plan?

Planning

128 16.1.2/16.2.2
Natural Gas: where does the IP specify restrictions on natural gas use per the 
D4D? Site aims to phase off fossil fuels over time and promote all-electric 
buildings? Should state and reference parameters here.

Planning

130 16.2.4

Renewables: IP needs to reflect commitments of the D4D, Better Roofs is 
MINIMUM. Project should commit to 100% GHG-free elecity whether through 
PG&E or SFPUC, like Central SoMa. Especially for site with dirty energy legacy 
and clean-up underway… There is no figure showing renewable locations, 
potential power generation, etc. Document should also recommend co-
locating solar and green roofs as feasible (can see Living Roofs Manual).

Planning

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

23rd Street

Per James Shahamiri at MTA, the corners with the cycletrack islands along 
23rd need to be rethought.  There’s a lot of dead space that could be put to 
better use.  The corners of the sidewalk/islands should be squared up to 
provide additional pedestrian space and shorter crossing distances.  The 
templates show these turns to be designed for WB40’s, which is overkill.  They 
should be designed for SU30’s, with WB40’s accommodated, as they are 
elsewhere in the project.

See specific comments below based on turning templates provided.

Planning & MTA

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

23rd & Delaware

Based on turning templates provided, it appears that there could at minimum 
be opportunity to expand the sidewalk on the west side of the intersection. 
Appears that the SU-30 could be pulled closer to the center line on Delaware. 
Please review. 

Planning & MTA

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

23rd & Maryland

Based on turning templates provided, it appears that there could at minimum 
be opportunity to expand the sidewalk and protective median on the west 
side of the intersection. In particular, WB-40 does not seem to be maxed out; 
please review. 

Planning & MTA

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

23rd & Georgia
Based on turning templates provided, it appears that there could at minimum 
be opportunity to expand the sidewalk on the east side of the intersection. In 
particular, SU-30 and WB-40 do not seem to be maxed out; please review. 

Planning & MTA

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

23rd & Illinois
Based on turning templates provided, it appears that there could  be 
opportunity to expand both the north and south side sidewalks. In particular, 
WB-67 and WB-40 do not seem to be maxed out; please review. 

Planning & MTA

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

Humboldt & 
Delaware

Based on turning templates provided, it appears that there could  be 
opportunity to expand the bulb out on the south side of Humboldt (on 
Humboldt). None of the templates appear to be maxed out here; please 

Planning



N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

Humboldt & 
Georgia Lane

This intersection is particularly problematic. Per James Shahamiri at MTA, 
Georgia Lane is exempt from the SU30 as a design vehicle.  The corners at 
Humboldt and 23rd St need to be enlarged.  The design criteria for turns onto 
Georgia Lane is that it should be designed for a passenger vehicle, and WB40’s 
should be accommodated.

Planning & MTA

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

Humboldt & 
Illinois

Based on turning templates provided, it appears that there could  be 
opportunity to expand the sidewalk on the south side of the intersection. In 
particular, FE-30, 57' Ladder, and SU-30 do not seem to be maxed out. WB-40 
does not start from the center line on Georgia Street; please review. 

What is the purpose of the huge bulb-in on 22nd street on the eastern side of 
the intersection??

Planning

N/A
Turning 

Template 
Appendices

22nd & Georgia
Based on turning templates provided, it appears that there could  be 
opportunity to expand both the east and west side sidewalks. In particular, 
WB-67 and WB-40 do not seem to be maxed out; please review. 

Planning
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